
branded face masks

hidden flexible nose wire 
for an adjustable fit to stay close to the nose 

3 different closure options

around-head tie or elastic
around ear elastic (latex free), 

3m c40 thinsulate middle layer
for added filtration  

100% cotton front and back 
300 high thread count

type 10pk 

www.pbsfabrics.com orders@pbsfabrics.com 816-421-2000, ext. 105 north kansas city, mo

Molded Comfort Fit 

We are partnering with Fabri-Quilt, 
our parent company and  a leader
in textile services for over 60 years,
to produce PPE. Located in North 
Kansas City, Fabri-Quilt has
reallocated its space to producing 
high-quality protective items, with 
quick turnaround times and
centralized shipping. For volume 
orders or custom requests, please 
reach out for more information. 

quantity price per

$8.25

$6.95

$5.95

$4.95

$4.50

50-150

151-250

251-750

751-2000

2001+

pricing

Help create a sense of cohesion and show your 
company’s responsibility to your community by 
providing your employees with these custom 
branded masks, specifically designed with
your employee safety in mind.



face protection masks

protection gowns

disposable 

washable

hidden flexible nose wire 
for an adjustable fit to stay close to the nose 

3 different closure options
around-head tie or elastic, around-ear elastic (latex free) 

3m c40 thinsulate middle layer
for added filtration  

100% cotton front and back 
300 high thread count

type 10pk 

Company Branded Option 

Protective Gown Options 

1.5 osy spunbond polypropylene
Versatile, strong and light construction
Resists moisture, staining and chemicals

$8.46 ea

white only

Poly/Cotton Blend 
110x76 count 
Durable water repellent finish

$17.95 ea

Molded Comfort Fit 

We are partnering with Fabri-Quilt, 
our parent company and  a leader
in textile services for over 60 years,
to produce PPE. Located in North 
Kansas City, Fabri-Quilt has
reallocated its space to producing 
high-quality protective items, with 
quick turnaround times and
centralized shipping. For volume 
orders or custom requests, please 
reach out for more information.  

white or black masks
quantity price per

$5.25

$4.75

$3.95

$3.62

$3.46

0-25

26-250

251-750

751-2000

2001+

printed masks
quantity price per

$5.95

$4.95

$4.50

250-750

751-2000

2001+
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